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Smokers fume over tax increase 
If smoking doesrft kill, the prices will: Ohio raises cigarette tax to $ 1.25 
By Andrea Slivka 
REPORTER 
Due to a recent cigarette tax increase, 
some University students are feeling the 
pinch and are having to cut back on smok- 
ing while others won't let the tax change 
their habits. 
In luly 2005, the Ohio General Assembly 
raised cigarette taxes by 70 cents to be 
$1.25 per pack. 
The tax raised the price for a pack 
of name brand cigarettes, including 
Pariiament and Marlboro, to an average 
of $3.90 to $4.20 per pack, according to 
Adam Binion, cashier at Speedway in 
Bowling Green. 
The price was between $3.35 to $3.65 
before the increase. 
Generic brands like Doral and Misty 
are now priced between $3.30 
and $3.50, and value brands like 
Cherokee and Kingston average 
about $3, Binion said. 
Ohio    increased    ciga- 
rette taxes to balance the 
state budget as part of tax 
reforms for die 2006-07 fiscal 
year, according to Mark Rickel, spokesman 
forGov. Bob Tart. 
"These tax reforms were proposed to 
reduce taxes for businesses ... to change 
Ohio's tax code to be more reflective of the 
economy today," Rickel said, adding that 
the goal of the tax reforms is to create "a 
more up-to-date tax system to help the 
companies generating the jobs" and to 
"attract more businesses." 
The money earned from the tax increase 
SMOKE BY NUMBERS 
$4.20: The amount smokers might pay for 
a pack of brand-name cigarettes, accord- 
ing to. 
$0.70: Size of July tax increase on a pack 
of cigarettes in Ohio. 
$1.25: Total state tax now paid tor a pack. 
$0.30: Total state tax on a pack in 
Virgina ... after tnis summer's 10-cent 
increase. 
$325 MILLION: Expected savings to con- 
sumers this year from a general sales 
tax cut, made possible partially by the 
cigarette tax hike. 
will help pay for state 
government and services, such as trans- 
portation and health and human services, 
Rickel said. 
Even though the Ohio government 
believed the increase was necessary, some 
University students are upset about the 
recent increase, including Mike Burkle, 
junior. 
"I'm angry I guess because it costs more 
money to smoke," Burkle said. 
Burkle   has 
been forced to cut back because of the 
increased tax. 
Before the increase, Burkle smoked one 
pack of Camel Lights a day at $3.50 a 
pack, and spent about a total of $25 a 
week on cigarettes. 
After the increase, Burkle still pays about 
$25 a week for cigarettes, but now only 
smokes an aver- 
age of three packs a week. 
Nick I laley, senior, is also upset about 
the large tax increase. 
"It's like a big change right off the bat. 
Usually taxes change gradually," Haley 
said. "It's become a bigger problem than I 
thought it would be." 
I laley smokes an average of five packs 
of Marlboro cigarettes a week and spends 
SMOKE, PAGE 2 
Bowling Green residents donate cash, blood 
United Way, Red 
Cross lead the way in 
Katrina donations 
By Lorien Bourne ■EfOtTEl 
In the aftermath of Hurricane 
Katrina, cries for help can be 
heard across America and around 
the worid. 
For those in Bowling Green 
longing to answer those cries, 
much can be done from a local 
level. 
According to Deb Chatfield, 
public relations director at Wood 
County Hospital, what the sur- 
vivors of Katrina need most is 
money and blood. 
Money can be sent to several 
organizations to help with the 
relief efforts, and The American 
Red Cross will take blood dona- 
tions. 
Money can be sent to The 
American    Red    Cross.   The 
Salvation Army and The United 
Way (Katrina Disaster Relief 
Fund), said Chatfield, adding 
that Wood County Hospital is 
working with other hospitals to 
be prepared, should their help be 
needed. 
"Wood County Hospital is 
working in conjunction with the 
Northwest Ohio Hospital Council 
to coordinate relief efforts," 
Chatfield said. "Eighteen hospi- 
tals are working together to pro- 
vide support for those needing 
transfer to hospitals outside of 
disaster areas, (/inference calls 
between the hospitals are being 
held daily to monitor the situa- 
tion and need for patient trans- 
fer to northwest Ohio. We are 
prepared to accept patients, but 
have no plans currently to send 
personnel to the disaster area We 
will continue to work with hospi- 
tal council to monitor the situa- 
tion and respond accordingly." 
For those who feel they need 
to go down to the disaster area 
and help in person, it will not be 
possible to go without (lie help 
of some outside 
organization.        Wondering why 
"The    infra-    you should help? 
structure      is    Read the staff 
not set up to   editorial. PAGE 4 
allow    people = 
to go there and 
help without going through an 
agency of some sort," Chatfield 
said. "Everybody here is very con- 
OHIO KATRINA, PAGE 2 
University 
student is 
own boss 
By Jacqueline Rabe 
RIP0RIER 
Sophomore Rick Pinkleton 
is not only a student at the 
University, he is also his own 
boss as he recently fran- 
chised Quixtar — America's 
seventh largest Internet retail 
company. 
The National Retail 
Federation through the 
Russell Reynolds Associates 
re|X>rted Quixtar as being 
the most successful retailer 
behind Gateway and just 
before Barnes & Noble. 
Also reported was Quixtar 
with $400 to $450 million in 
online sales to I J.S, consumers 
and over 600,(100 customers 
in 2004. 
Pinkleton opened his 
business after friend larod 
Bratoli, also a student at the 
University, explained his 
success with Quixtar. 
Soon after Pinkleton fran- 
chisee! a section of the com- 
pany he met his Quixtar men- 
tor lohn Winter, a University of 
Toledo graduate. 
"lohn helped me under- 
stand a successful marketing 
system and how to build off 
that." Pinkleton said. 
Quixtar is a marketing com- 
pany founded in 1999 that 
unites the Internet and the 
individual customer. Quixtar 
doesn't advertise, instead 
they channel those dollars to 
independent business own- 
ers who generate the sales at 
Quixtar.com. 
"I always wanted to be 
my own boss, but I didn't 
have $3.2 million. To open 
any other major franchise 
you need money, lots of 
it," Pinkleton said. "Take 
McDonald's for example, you 
would easily need $3.2 mil- 
lion." 
Marketing a product and 
selling fast food are quite dif- 
ferent from one another in 
the business world Pinkleton 
admits. 
"If I advertise a product to a 
PINKLETON,PAGE 2 
Ohio opens its doors 
Major cities accept 
Hurricane Katrina 
refugees from disaster 
By Erica Ryan 
IHE Assocmrco PRESS 
COLUMBUS. Ohio— Hundreds 
of refugees from Hurricane 
Katrina are expected to arrive in 
Ohio cities later this week, offi- 
cials said yesterday. 
Columbus, Cincinnati and 
Cleveland are planning for an 
undetermined number of refu- 
gees, tentatively scheduled to 
arrive in plane loads on Thursday, 
Columbus Red Cross spokes- 
woman Lynn Cook said. 
Akron is expecting about 100 
refugees to arrive in the next few 
days after a request from the 
Federal Emergency Management 
Agency, said David Lieberth, 
chief of staff for Mayor Don 
Plusquellic. 
Franklin County officials 
have been asked to prepare a 
staging area for 300 refugees in 
Columbus, and city officials are 
helping the Red Cross to coordi- 
nate housing. 
"We'll be standing by with 
everything we can provide," 
said Mike Brown, spokesman 
for Columbus Mayor Michael 
Coleman. 
Il.iiin.i Greer, a spokeswoman 
for Franklin County commission- 
ers, said the county will provide 
food and a place for the refugees' 
children to play at the staging 
area in Columbus. 
School districts, which have 
enrolled small numbers of ref- 
ugee students so far, said they 
would be prepared to accept 
more children if necessary. 
Columbus Public Schools has 
waived registration requirements 
including showing proof of resi- 
dency and a Social Security card. 
The district will worry about 
paperwork later, spokesman 
Greg Viebranz said. 
"Obviously our first priority is 
to get these children back into a 
classroom," he said. 
Meanwhile, Ohioans are con- 
tinuing to go to the Gulf Coast 
to help, including about 50 fire- 
fighters leaving from Cincinnati 
on today for Hattiesburg, Miss. 
The state has sent about 1,500 
National Guard members to 
Louisiana and Mississippi, and 
85 police officers arc volunteer- 
ing. Dozens of other emergency 
workers and volunteers from 
church groups and charities are 
REFUGEES,PAGE 2 
ICYFREEBIE 
losh Phillips BGNews 
GLIDING Three students from the University enjoy a free skating night at the BGSU Ice Arena last Thursday. Skating is open to 
the public, Wednesdays and Saturday evenings 8 to 10 p.m., and Friday afternoons noon to 2 p.m. 
FOUR-DAY FORECAST 
The four-day forecast is taken 
from weather.com 
WEDNESDAY 
mm 
Mostly 
Sunny 
High:85- 
Low: 59' 
THURSDAY 
Scattered High: 81" 
T-Storms Low: 56" 
FRIDAY 
Isolated    High: 80" 
T-Storms   low 57" 
SATURDAY 
FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Sunny High: 82* 
Low: 59" 
I 
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BGSU to take on 
students shaken by 
Katrina 
With residents of three 
major Ohio cities already 
planning to house victims 
of Katrina, Bowling Green 
city residents may soon do 
the same. 
That is, if students from 
southern college campuses 
rocked by Katrina opt to con- 
tinue their education here at 
BGSU, 
Gov. Bob Tart and the Ohio 
Board of Regents are creat- 
ing a call center through the 
College Access 1 lotline to help 
students affected by the hur- 
ricane. 
Starting today, affected 
students may call 1-877-428- 
8246 to find Ohio colleges that 
offer their major or program 
of study. The contact at BGS11 
is Mark Gromko, vice pro- 
vost for academic programs. 
Alumni display art- 
work on campus 
Leading Lights: BGSU 
Alumni Artists" is on dis- 
play through OcL 1 in the 
Dorothy Urbcr Bryan Gallery 
at the Bowling Green State 
University Fine Arts Center. 
Thirty-three artists are fea- 
tured, representing the gradu- 
ating classes of 1958 through 
2003, are represented. 
Many of these alumni will 
also visit campus for home- 
coming weekend. 
The invited artists were cho- 
sen by current art faculty. 
For more information, con- 
tact Jacqueline Nathan, direc- 
tor of the Fine Arts Center gal- 
leries, at 419-372-8525. 
State calls for cuts in 
number of stoplights 
Officials say signals at 
some less busy spots 
are not necessary 
TOLEDO (AP) — Ohio transpor- 
tation officials have been pres- 
suring towns to take down sig- 
nals at intersections without a lot 
of traffic or accidents. 
Having a traffic light at a 
low-volume intersection can 
he more dangerous than not 
having one, the 
Ohio Department of 
Transportation says. 
Slusher said. 
"We're saying that if the sig- 
nal was not there, the acci- 
dents would not have hap- 
pened," he said. 
But Dunkirk Mayor Pam 
Ruhlen disputes ODOT's find- 
ings and said the village is ready 
to light in court to keep the light 
because many trucks use the 
intersection, along with buses 
from the Hardin Northern and 
Kentnn school districts. 
"This light needs 
u     jr.  i to stay because of 
... IJ (lie safety for our kids, 
The' agency wants    signal Wasn't   OUT residents, and I 
signals removed from        thprp  thp        'ust can 'See US ta'c" 
intersections that 
don't meet at least one 
of 11 criteria, includ- 
ing traffic volume, 
accident history and 
intersection layout. 
The northwest Ohio 
town of Dunkirk faces 
a Sept. 23 deadline 
from ODOT to agree 
to remove a stoplight that has 
regulated traffic at the Intersec- 
tion of U.S. 68 and Ohio 81 for 
more than 50 years. 
Kirk Slusher, planningadininis- 
trator for OIXlT's District I office 
in Lima, said a traffic study and 
review of accidents at me Inter- 
section show the light is doing 
more harm than good. 
During a five-year period start- 
ing in 2000, 17 collisions were 
recorded at the intersection, 
Slusher said. Of those crashes. 
nine occurred when a motorist 
went through a red light On U.S. 
68, and two were caused by red- 
light runners on stale HouteHl. 
Four crashes were rear-end 
collisions caused when driv- 
ers stmck another vehicle that 
braked for a red light on I IS. lit!. 
accidents 
would 
not have 
happened." 
KIRK SLUSHER, 0D0T 
ing that light down," 
she said. 
ODOT officials 
point to the intersec- 
tion of state Routes 
199 and 105 ill the 
small town of Scotch 
Ridge, about 18 miles 
south of Toledo. 
In 2003, ODOT 
announced it would remove a 
54 year -old stoplight from the 
intersection after determining 
that traffic volume no longer jus- 
tified a signal there Instead of the 
light, ODOT said the intersection 
would become a four-way stop. 
Hie old stoplight, which ODOT 
still plans to take down, now 
blinks ted in all directions. 
At the time, Webster Township 
trustee Mark Bushman warned 
that turning off die light would 
make the intersection more 
dangerous. But to his surprise, 
Bushman said last week, that 
hasn't happened. 
"1 guess I'm fairly pleased the 
way it has turned out," he said. 
"I'm not aware of any close calls 
or accidents there, so hopefully 
ii II stay thai way." 
For all  you  Thursdav^NiKht  partiers... 
It is estimated that at any one time, 
0.7% of the world's population are drunk!!! 
%r 
-%:<■ ■>~r tr- 
over $23,000 is provided in academic 
incentives to members of the 
Greek Community. ■ ■■ 
Two Honorary organizations for Greek 
students: Order of Omega and 
Gamma Sigma Alpha. ■ ■■ 
Greek Affairs spends nearly $8,000 to promote 
scholarship in the Greek Community. ■ ■■ 
Fraternities and Sororities have a faculty/staff 
advisor to assist the chapter and members 
with scholarship. ■ ■■ 
Increased standards have been established 
to be a chapter, join a fraternity/sorority, 
hold an office, etc. ■ ■■ 
Scholarship programs for each chapter. 
Upcoming Greek Events: 
•Sorority & Fraternity Recruitment Dates & Meet the Greeks: 
IFC Open Houses: 6-9 pm on Sept. 6,7, 8,12 and 13 
Panhellenic Recruitment: Sept. 9,10,11 17, and 18 
(Panhellenic Recruitment sign up ends Sept. 9'") 
•Meet the Greeks: NPHC/GIB 6-8 pm on Sept. 12,hat Union 228 
•Leadership Academy - September 24,2005 - 10:30am-4:30pm 
- Open to all students! - 
- Develops leadership skills - 
- Promotes teamwork - 
- Inspires student leaders to improve their community - 
Register online or that morning. 
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved/academy 
Greek 
Office    of   Residence   Life 
Leadership • Scholarship • Brotherhood/Sisterhood • Community Service 
Indonesian jetliner hits 
crowded neighborhood 
One-hundred forty- 
seven people killed 
after shaky takeoff 
By Irwan Fudaus 
THE ASSOCIATED  PRESS 
MEDAN, Indonesia — An 
Indonesian jetliner slammed 
into a crowded neighborhood 
moments after a shaky takeoff 
yesterday and burst into flames, 
killing 147 people, including 
dozens on the ground. At least 
15 passengers survived, among 
them an 18-month-old boy, offi- 
cials said. 
The Mandala Airiines Boeing 
737-200 was heading to Jakarta 
in overcast weather when it 
plowed into a row of houses 500 
yards from the airport and skid- 
ded onto a busy road in this city 
on northeast Sumatra island. 
Witnesses said some people 
were on fire as they fled the 
wreckage. 
Firefighters struggled to put 
out the blaze, which engulfed 
dozens of houses and at least 
10 cars, in a midmorning 
rainstorm. 
The plane was carrying 116 
passengers and crew, airline 
spokesman Alex Widjojo said. 
There were differing accounts 
on the number of survivors. 
Airline spokeswoman Nining 
said 16 people survived. 
Medan police chief Col. 
Irawai i Dahlan said there were 
15 survivors from the plane. 
Transportation Minister 
Hatta Rajasa was quoted by the 
private Detik.com news Web 
site as saying 47 people on the 
ground were killed. 
City hospitals also were treat- 
ing at least a dozen residents, 
officials said 
Many of the flight's survi- 
vors were sitting in the back of 
the plane, passenger Rohadi 
Sitepu said. 
"The plane was taking off, 
but suddenly there was a strong 
tremor and it jerked to the left 
and crashed," he told Metro TV 
from his hospital bed. "There 
was fire everywhere, from the 
front of the plane to the back." 
Witnesses said the plane 
started shaking violently when it 
reached an altitude of about 100 
yards before banking to the left 
and plunging to the ground. 
"I saw at least 20 people run- 
ning around with their clothes 
alight," said Awi, a shop owner. 
"They were shrieking in agony 
and shouting, 'Help! Help!'" 
The cause of the crash was 
under investigation, but foul 
play was highly unlikely, said 
airiine managing director Asril 
Tanjung. 
Hundreds of policemen, 
paramedics and residents tried 
to evacuate victims, but flames 
and thousands of onlookers 
hampered efforts, said Syahrial 
Anas, a doctor overseeing the 
removal of charred bodies. 
"We're having a hard time 
getting to the bodies because 
of the heat," Anas told The 
Associated Press. 
At the Jakarta airport, doz- 
ens of relatives and friends of 
the victims cried upon hearing 
the news. 
"I am waiting for my mother 
but Mandala just said that tile 
plane crashed and she was on 
board," said Aryati, weeping 
as she spoke. "Her name has 
appeared on a list of victims 
on TV." 
The dead included the gover- 
nor of North Sumatra province, 
who was heading to the capital 
to meet with President Susilo 
Bambang Yudhoyono. 
Mandala Airlines is a lakarta- 
based domestic carrier founded 
in 1969 by a military-run foun- 
dation. Its 15-planc fleet con- 
sists mainly of 1970s-vintage 
Boeing 737-200 jets, in recent 
years, the financially troubled 
airiine has been forced to cut 
services and fares to remain 
competitive. 
The plane was nearly 25 
years old and received its last 
comprehensive service in June, 
Mandala said. It had flown more 
than 50,000 hours and was due 
to be retired in 2016. 
State gives help to South 
OHIO KATRINA, FROM PAGE 1 
ccrncd and our prayers are with 
everybody there." 
Kristen Cajka, communica- 
tions manager of the Greater 
Toledo Red Cross chapter, said 
the organization will only accept 
monetary and blood donations, 
and nothing else to help with 
the relief efforts. 
Cajka urges students to 
donate money to The American 
Red Cross, and encourages stu- 
dents to organize fundraisers. 
Sntdents wishing to go down 
to the disaster area and help 
out can sign up for the disas- 
ter relief classes diat are offered 
here in Bowling Green as well as 
in Toledo. 
Students who have success- 
fully completed die class will 
be put on a list of volunteers 
and asked to go down and assist 
with the relief efforts if they are 
needed, Cajka said. 
The American Red Cross is 
sending volunteers as needed 
to the disaster area to help, 
and have sent seven volunteers 
already, according to Cajka. 
The American Red Cross is 
already assisting Katrina refu- 
gees and has helped families in 
this area who are taking in other 
family members that have lost 
their homes and have come to 
stay with family here. 
To help or donate blood, 
call The American Red Cross' 
Wood County Chapter at (419) 
352-4575. 
Katrina victims come to Ohio 
REFUGEES, FROM PAGE 1 
also in the region. 
Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base near Dayton has deployed 
22 members of its 88th Medical 
Group and 21 more are prepar- 
ing to go. 
Maj. Greg Smith, a criti- 
cal care nurse transport- 
ing patients to Texas from 
Louisiana, said the situation 
reminded him of a scene from 
the television show "MASH." 
"The most moving thing 
that I've seen so far is just the 
constant stream of helicopters 
...the outpouring of generosity, 
I guess," he said. 
Smith and the other two 
members of his team, a doc- 
tor and a respiratory therapist, 
traveled tothe region this week- 
end and began transporting 
patients from Louis Armstrong 
New Orleans International 
Airport to San Antonio, within 
four hours of landing. 
The three men served 
together last year in Iraq. They 
are trained to rapidly assess 
patients' needs and treat them 
while en route to hospitals. 
"We run an intensive care 
unit, but we do it in transport." 
said Lt Col. William Venanzi, 
the team's doctor. 
Venanzi said many of those 
Tax for smokers 
SMOKE, FROM PAGE 1 
between $20 to $25 each week. 
He has not yet cut back but 
said "eventually I'll have to when 
I start running out of money." 
But not all students are upset 
about the increase. 
One student, EmiTy Carson, 
sophomore, said she has toler- 
ated increases like this before 
because "it's just part of life." 
Like Haley, Carson plans to cut 
back only if necessary. 
But David Spasic, senior, has 
no plans to reduce how much he 
spends on cigarettes. 
"Nothing is going to stop us 
from smoking," Spasic said 
Despite the increase, Ohio's 
cigarette tax is still lower than 
taxes in neighboring states. 
Michigan's tax is $2 per 
pack and Pennsylvania's tax 
is $1.38, said Bob Latta, Ohio 
Representative for District 6, 
which includes Bowling Green. 
But compared to other 
states, such as West Virginia and 
Kentucky, Ohio's tax is still high. 
The cigarette tax is 55 cents 
in West Virginia and 19 cents in 
Kentucky. 
Nathan Murray, senior, has 
taken his own approach to the 
Ohio tax increase. 
"As long as the federal govern- 
ment keeps giving me money [in 
scholarships!, I'm going to keep 
buying cigarettes," Murray said. 
Student business 
PINKLETON. FROM PAGE 1 
friend, such as a movie, I expect 
to be rewarded," he said. 
Pinkleton sets up each of his 
customers with their own per- 
sonal account off the Quixtar. 
com main server. This person- 
al account is directly linked 
to Pinkleton'' administrator 
account. 
"Iwanttoofferaconvenience 
to my customers. If they want 
macaron i and cheese delivered 
to them twice a week, they got 
it," he said. 
Studying interpersonal 
communication with minors 
in marketing and investing, 
Pinkleton adds to his busy 
schedule by managing the I jds 
in Woodland Mall. 
suffering in the aftermath of 
Hurricane Katrina need treat- 
ment because of chronic con- 
ditions that require prescrip- 
tion medication or procedures 
like dialysis. 
"When that stuff is not avail- 
able, their medical conditions 
deteriorate," Venanzi said. 
Smith said he was moved 
by a patient who owned noth- 
ing but the shirt and pants he 
was wearing and the family 
photo album he was using as 
a pillow. 
"They have nothing to go 
back to now," Smith said. "It's 
really humbling to see the out- 
pouring of humanity." 
BG NEWS 
CORRECTIONS 
Christian Web site 
was misquoted 
In Thursday's story, 
"Students have many groups 
to choose from," the report- 
er quoted Active Christians 
Today's Web site as saying that 
group members accept most 
of the Bible as true. 
According to ACT Web 
site, they interpret all of the 
Bible literally, but "recognize 
that Christian people can 
sometimes have differences 
of opinion over certain non- 
essential issues." 
And Amanda Berlas is 
Hillels vice president, not 
president. 
Cothern's last 
name misspelled 
In Friday's Pulse section, 
assistant professor Si 
Cothern's last name was 
misspelled in a story titled, 
"Wilunteers work hard to pre- 
pare for festival." 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM Tuesday, September 6.2005 3 
OXFORD RESTRICTS OFF-CAMPUS SIGNS 
OXFORD, Ohio — Students living off-campus at 
Miami University cherish naming their houses with 
creative signs, but a new law regulates the size of 
these house signs. This year, the city of Oxford, Ohio, 
is telling students their signs must become smaller, 
cleaner and less vulgar. 
www.bgnews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
get a 8life 
calendar of events 
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
LDSSA Info. Table 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Rho Gamma Into. Table 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Pi Kappa Alpha Recruitment 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Women's Rugby Club New Players 
Meeting Info 
Union Lobby 
MiksYoder APPIKHO 
STARTING OVER: Tulane University students transferring to the University of Kansas, last Thursday in Lawrence, Kan., share stories of their adventures getting out of New Orleans 
and leaving their belongings behind in their dorms. From left are Jessica Bodker of Overland Park. Kan.-, Kelsey Hekman of Leawood, Kan.; and Jennifer Ranney of Lawrence, Kan. 
Finding a home for college students 
Schools around the country help New Orleans students continue education 
BE SEEN IN BG 
Call 372-6966 to model for the 
BG News. Ask for Patrick or Mike. 
By Megan Twohey 
MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL (KM) 
Mark Slilp was brimming with 
excitement when he packed 
his belongings in the car and 
set out for New Orleans on 
Aug. 26. The 21-year-old from 
Milwaukee is entering his 
senior year at Tulane University. 
As he looked ahead, Stilp saw 
two final semesters spent with 
college friends, graduation in 
the spring and the launch of a 
career next summer. 
Then Hurricane Katrina 
slammed into the Gulf Coast, 
leaving in its path of destruc- 
tion almost a dozen colleges 
in the New Orleans area that 
were forced to shut down. The 
colleges could be closed for a 
semester, or even a year, accord- 
ing to the American Council on 
Education. 
Nearly 100,000 students from 
across the country are in limbo 
as a result. They must decide 
soon whether to transfer, wait 
for their schools to reopen — or 
drop out of college altogether 
this year. 
"1 feel frozen," said Stilp, who 
is thinking about returning to 
Milwaukee, getting a job and 
taking classes at the University 
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee next 
semester. "It's hard to react to 
it all." 
Kate Garvey was just begin- 
ning her freshman year at the 
UniversityofNewOrleanswhen 
the hurricane hit. The 18-year- 
old from Eagle, who had earned 
a swimming scholarship, was 
looking forward to competing 
and the start of classes. Back in 
Wisconsin, she is mulling over 
what to do now. 
"I was looking forward to 
starting this whole new life." 
Garvey said. "Now everything 
has been put on hold." 
The condition of colleges in 
the New Orleans area — among 
them, Dillard University, Loyola 
University and the University of 
New Orleans — is unclear, said 
Terry Hartle, senior vice presi- 
dent of the American Council 
on Education. 
Phone lines are down, he 
said. Tulane might be the only 
one maintaining a Web site. 
"The majority of the damage 
can be remediated in a reason- 
able period of time," Tulane 
President Scott Cowen said. 
But he added, "We don't know 
when our employees will be 
able to return to the city, much 
less to the university." 
In the meantime, other col- 
leges are scrambling to help. 
Georgia Institute of 
Technology in Atlanta took in 
hundreds of Tulane students 
who had been evacuated. Most 
of those students now are head- 
ing home. But Georgia Tech is 
still trying to find long-term 
housing for 83 international 
graduate students who cannot 
return home, said Elizabeth 
Campell, a Georgia Tech 
spokeswoman. 
Centenary      College      in 
Shreveport, La., told Hartle 
it was housing 250 displaced 
Dillard students in its field 
house. 
George Washington 
University, Tufts University and 
the University of Florida are 
among the colleges that have 
told the council on education 
that they are willing to enroll 
students who want to transfer. 
Ma rquette University isopen- 
ing its doors to students from 
Loyola or Tulane. UW-Madison, 
meanwhile, is offering enroll- 
ment in its undergraduate pro- 
grams to Wisconsin residents 
whom it has previously accept- 
ed. Freshmen and upperclass- 
men not previously accepted 
to UW-Madison can contin- 
ue their education through 
the university's Division of 
Continuing Studies. 
"We want to do everything 
in our power to assist fami- 
lies — especially Wisconsin 
families — as they cope with 
the horrible damage caused 
by this natural disaster," said 
Chancellor lohn D. Wiley. He 
said other Big Ten and national 
research universities are plan- 
ning similar efforts. 
But it's a bad time to scram- 
ble. Classes are beginning. 
Because their communication 
is knocked out, New Orleans 
colleges cannot advise students 
on what they should do and 
whether credits will transfer. 
"Mother Nature could not 
have picked a worse week for 
college students," 1 lartle said. 
Although they are frustrated 
that their college plans might 
unravel, Garvey and Stilp feel 
fortunate when they compare 
themselves with the people 
who have lost family members 
and homes to the hurricane. 
"I'm just thankful to be 
healthy and safe," Stilp said. 
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Men's Basketball 
Players Wanted!!! 
The MAC Champion 
BGSU Women's 
Basketball team is 
looking immediately for 
male basketball players 
for our men's practice 
squadll Come help us 
win another MAC titlel 
Please call assistant 
coach Kevin Eckert at 
372-9226 or e-mail at 
keckert@bgsu.edu 
TIME FOB A 
HAIHC0T? 
HEY JOCKS, TRUCKERS, 
AND ROCKERS 
Your mullet was badness 
in 1992, but now 
it's just... BAD. For an 
affordable trim you'll be 
proud of, stop in soon I 
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QUOTELXQIM*: 
""We're angry, Mr. President, and we'll be 
angry long after our beloved city and sur- 
rounding parishes have been pumped dry." 
New Oilcans Times-Picayune in an open lettei to President Bush 
(yahmuxm) 
www.Dgnews.com/opinion 
OPNION 
STArTKMTOMAI. 
Answer the cries for help today 
As college students at a 
university in the midwestem 
United States, many of us may 
be unable to fully comprehend 
the destruction that a major 
hurricane can cause. 
As we see images flash across 
the IV and read daily news 
reports, to many of us it still 
doesn't seem real. 
Our minds have been saturat- 
ed with dramatic talcs of natural 
destruction and human suffer- 
ing in the movie theatres and 
on cable TV and now as real-life 
DECIDE TO HELP 
The American Red Cross' Wood 
County Chapter (419) 352-4575 
The United Way of Greater Toledo 
(419) 352-2390 
events unfold before our eyes, 
many may blink and expect the 
credits to start rolling. 
But American suffering has 
never been this real. Those of us 
from the midwestem U.S. who've 
fled to their cellars from ground- 
sweeping tornadoes understand 
that nature is merciless. 
We're quick to act when a small 
Ohio town is wiped from the map 
by a tornado, because it's tangible 
— they're our Buckeye brethren. 
Now it's time for Ohioans at 
BGSU to show that same com- 
passion, selflessness and empa- 
thy for dieir fellow Americans 
who's lives have been ravaged by 
I lurricane Katrina. 
Now we're all faced with a very 
important question to answer: 
what can poor, indebted young 
people like ourselves really do? 
We can make the choice to sac- 
rifice something in our daily lives 
— something that is ultimately 
insignificant — to give those 
sleeping in the flooded buildings 
of New Orleans a bit of hope. 
What could you sacrifice to 
donate $5-20 to the American 
Red Cross' Wood County 
Chapter or The United Way of 
Greater Toledo? 
How about cigarettes for a few 
days? Tobacco taxes in Ohio have 
gone up anyhow. 
Do you really need those 
hot new ringtones for your cell 
phone? That tired old Nelly tone 
can last a few more weeks, and 
the money you donate could help 
a diabetic in Mississippi get the 
insuline they desperately need. 
How much is the buy-in to 
Thursday's big Texas Hold 'Em 
game? Why not pass on this 
week's game and help a home- 
less child in Mobile, Ala., sleep 
better at night with food in her 
stomach. 
These small personal sacrifices 
will go farther than you can pos- 
sibly imagine in helping those 
whose lives have been swept 
away by the tide before their 
very eyes. We are living through 
the worst natural disaster in 
American history. 
Don't allow apathy or selfish- 
ness to allow this to pass without 
contributing to one of the many 
causes that is working tirelessly 
to save and rebuild our fellow 
Americans lives. 
I'oinl I Animal Welfare 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR BADGERS AnimsAs deserve 
space and respect Bowling Green 
students need 
an apology 
I was one of the many BGSU 
students who made the trip to 
Madison to watch the Falcons 
take on the Badgers over the 
weekend. 
The game lived up to all the 
hype, and BG students, in sup- 
port of their team stayed on their 
feet, as they always do. That is 
until about halfway through the 
second quarter, when five police 
officers marched up in front of 
section X and declared that we 
were no longer allowed to stand 
up to cheer on our team. 
Most students laughed and 
said, "You must be crazy!" Surely 
no Big Ten athletic program 
would render such a ridiculous 
decree that the visiting team's 
students could not stand up to 
support their team. Then they 
threw out two students, who 
stood in silent protest after the 
rest of the student body sat 
down in disgust. 
They were serious, and the 
rest of us watched in disbelief 
as four officers escorted the two 
Falcon fans to the gate The 
officers soon returned and the 
five of them spaced themselves 
apart equally along the front of 
section X. 
In my years as a college stu- 
dent, I have never seen so many 
disheartened faces as I did last 
Saturday. While the Wisconsin 
students remained on their feet 
throughout the entire game widi 
no law enforcement in sight, 
the much smaller BG student 
section X was forced to sit down 
and was lined from side to side 
with University police, Madison 
City police, and Dane County 
Sheriff's officers. 
Even those who watched 
the game on ESPN noticed that 
when the BGSU students were 
shown, they were all seated 
and seemed to be lifeless. Rest 
assured viewers, it wasn't by 
choice. 
It is a shame that BGSU stu- 
dents were treated so poorly. 
Many students spent several 
hundreds of dollars to watch an 
amazing football game. Surely 
they earned the right to cheer on 
their team by standing in front 
of the seat they paid for. It's 
too bad that BG students, who 
had done nothing wrong, spent 
more time fighting with law 
enforcement than cheering on 
their team. 
I am no law expert, but it 
seems that someone needs to 
remind the folks up in Wisconsin 
that there is such a thing as an 
"Equal Protection Right." where- 
by I would have just as much 
right to stand up and support 
my team as the Badgers' fans 
have. Perhaps a lawsuit would 
get their attention. 
BOB FILIPUCCI 
CouDterpoinl  Human Welfare 
Human welfare should be first 
DJ. 
JOHNSON 
(j)lumnist 
Founded in 1977, Save the 
Whales is a nonprofit 
organization whose mis- 
sion is to, as one can guess, 
focus on educating the public, 
especially children, about 
marine mammals and the frag- 
ile ocean environment. 
As an organization whose 
marketing concentrates on 
human emotion and, obvi- 
ously, strays from logic and 
reason, one would hope that 
by scrounging around on their 
Web site, the organization would 
provide a reason as to why we 
should save these animals. 
Their Web site does go into 
elaborate detail about how 
these animals are dying. For 
those of you out there who 
might care, the organization 
drills home the fact that one out 
of every two captured dolphins 
will die in less than 24 months. 
And they also encourage you 
not to use balloons because 
they kill animals, too. 
But nowhere beyond these 
yawn-inducing facts can you 
find what benefits there are for 
keeping them alive. Can you 
think of one? 
Year after year, we have to lis- 
ten to the People for the Ethical 
Treatment of Animals boycott 
and protest some evil corpora- 
tion for their usage of animals 
in experimentation. In 1991, 
Proctor and Gamble tested on 
a few guinea pigs to determine 
allergic sensitivity to the ingre- 
dients of a sunscreen they were 
putting on the market 
PETA threw a fit. So I ask you, 
why are we so concerned about 
the welfare of these guinea pigs? 
I can say with a level of certainty 
than never before in the history 
of life on earth has any other 
species genuinely cared about 
the wellbeing of another species 
the way we care about every- 
thing else out there. 
Simply put, animals are in sec- 
ond place. 
We won the evolutionary race. 
We're now at the top of the food 
chain. With that said, as the 
supreme species at the top of 
that chain, we bow to no one... 
especially to someone who can 
do so little for us. 
My opinion seems harsh, and 
I expect flak from tree-huggers 
everywhere, but for those of 
you who are curious to read on, 
think about what I say objec- 
tively. Don't you realize how sad 
it is that the same liberal, anti- 
Creationist theorists who believe 
in survival of the fittest are trying 
to prevent the same theory to 
take its course? 
When you look at the Bible, 
either as a spiritual guide or 
a history textbook, animals 
were consecrated as sacrifices. 
Second Chronicles tells of how, 
in the Middle East, bulls, sheep 
and goats were killed by the 
thousand. They were bred to 
the best of one's ability to be 
killed for religious contribution. 
Believe it or not. there were no 
liberal organizations trying to 
stop them from doing what the 
law very rigorously defended. 
By no means am 1 saying 
that animal sacrifice is right; it's 
actually pretty gross. What I do 
want to emphasize is that there 
was a time in human history 
where animals weren't revered 
like they are now, and we've 
fallen into a time of unnatural 
preservation of animals that, in 
reality, should be of no concern 
to us. 
Organizations like PETA fail 
to mention that 50 people die 
in a given year from bee stings, 
8,000 venomous snakebites 
occur in the United States on 
an annual basis, shades killed 61 
people worldwide and there are 
about 1.5 million car crashes a 
year involving deer, causing an 
estimated Sl.l billion in vehicle 
damages. It's tough to feel sorry 
for Bambi when he's destroying 
your only means of transporta- 
tion and he's not insured. 
All 1 am saying is that what 
v. i' want should come first If 
whalers whale and they end up 
extinct, why does it matter? 
ATTHEGAME 
What is your advice 
to BGSU on how to 
become the number 
one party school in the 
nation like Wisconsin? 
SEAN LANSING 
SOPHOMORE, POLITICAL 
SCIENCE 
"Drink what you want 
and don't care who is 
around." 
NICK JOHNSON 
SOPHOMORE, 
UNDECIDED 
"11 a.m. kickoffs are 
not too early to start 
drinking." 
LIZ SMITH 
FRESHMAN, JOURNALISM 
"Transferring to 
Wisconsin is the only 
possible way." 
KALEEN CROEGAERT 
SENIOR, ELEMENTARY 
EDUCATION 
"I just transferred 
here from Minnesota, 
so I am following the 
other students' leads." 
There is no sound more 
bone-chilling than the 
thump of a car tire rolling 
overa live animal. 
At least, I don't think there is. 
I wouldn't know because I 
haven't done it. 
In my four short years of driv- 
ing experience, I've never hit 
any roadside creatures. Squirrels, 
raccoons and even skunks are 
safe to walk where they please 
when I'm on the road, because 
I'll sooner risk my own life 
swerving and stopping in the 
middle of traffic to save them. 
Even if they'll only end up flat- 
tened by a semi an hour later. 
But 1 still live in fear of the day 
someone's beloved house pet 
walks out into the road and I nail 
it with my hulking Dodge Neon. 
I've had my close calls. Taking 
route 25 between Perrysburg 
and Bowling Green several times 
a week, sometimes it seems as 
if the little guys are just hurling 
themselves in front of my vehicle. 
Two summers ago, I nar- 
rowly missed hitting a cat. In 
my defense, it was nighttime, 
the road was unlit and the cat 
survived. Meanwhile, I almost 
drove into a ditch. 
People may think me silly, but 
I can't help it. I can't afford to 
feel guilt over hitting Fido. 
This is why if a pigeon is tip- 
toeing across the street, I will 
creep up on it at five miles per 
hour just to give it fair warning. 
If it still doesn't get the hint I 
will stop. My mother says, "Don't 
do that, it will move on its own!" 
But what if it doesn't? 1 cant 
be responsible for this! 
And why shouldn't we stop 
for an animal in the road? Just 
because we're the ones sitting 
protected in a five ton metal 
contraption doesn't give us the 
right to carelessly zoom across 
the highways we've built over 
land that is theirs, too. 
Granted, 1 can acquire a guilty 
conscience over almost anything, 
which is funny because I'm not 
even Catholic, but contributing 
to the i c i.-ulkill problem would 
be a major source of shame. It's 
bad enough that taking a 10 
minute cruise warrants the sight 
of a half dozen decomposing 
carcasses. 
To those who work in main- 
taining the highways and roads 
of Ohio, do you realize how 
unsightly this is? 
Wbrry about the uneven pave- 
ment some other time. Get the 
roadkill off of the streets first 
Not only is it an eyesore, but 
it's disrespectful to our fellow 
living things to just leave them 
littering the "landscape." 
MEGAN 
SCHMIDT 
Opinion Editor 
How would you feel if you 
got hit by a car and we left your 
body out there to rot? Somehow 
I don't think human corpses bak- 
ing on the blacktop would sit too 
well with anybody, but somehow 
it's perfectly acceptable to let a 
dead cat decaying in plain sight. 
But it's not just this highway 
homicide which disturbs me 
Accidents happen; casualities 
will occur on the road. 
Finding a "pest" who has 
made its home in your kitchen 
or bedroom, however, gives you 
the proper amount of time to 
react to the situation in the 
correct way. 
Stop and calm yourself. Don't 
scream in disgust. Don't maim it 
Don't kill it. lust let it be. 
Ask yourself: will a tiny mouse 
living in my garage have an ulti- 
mately negative impact upon 
my life? 
Probably not. Chances are 
that you won't even run into the 
creature again after spotting it 
the first time. 
Yet the first reaction for the 
average person is to grab the 
nearest newspaper and swat the 
crap out of the pest, or suffocate 
it with hairspray. Some will even 
invest in a set of mousetraps to 
take care of the bigger ones. 
Futile! These animals will sim- 
ply find new ways to burrow and 
nestle their way into your home. 
They aren't hurting anyone. 
I currently share my bathroom 
with a spider about the size of 
a quarter. 1 see it every day in 
the same place on my ceiling. I 
may as well name it because it's 
practically a pet at this point 1 
won't kill it I won't even move 
it. In the mornings, I say hello to 
it and we share our plans for the 
day with each other. 
Sure, I worry just as much as 
the next guy that the spider will 
crawl into my mouth as I sleep, 
but it's like they say, if it doesn't 
kill you, it only makes you stron- 
ger, right? 
Learning to share "our" space 
with all creatures, from your 
beloved Fido to the most 
seemingly insignificant spider, 
makes us stronger and more 
compassionate. 
It's important to realize 
that just because we're bigger, 
"smarter" and have the most 
extensive means of assaulting 
other species, doesn't mean we 
should. 
BOB M0SER. EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
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MAN LOSES JOB, WINS FABULOUS VACATION 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Jim Garrison lost his job 
because he ate two pieces of pepperoni pizza, and has 
now been named the winner of an Internet contest 
that solicited stories about outrageous firings. Judges 
picked Garrison's tale from entries submitted during 
the past month. The reward: a Caribbean cruise. 
www.bgnews.com/nation MM 
Bush nominates new chief justice 
Roberts could fill position left by the death of Chief Justice Rehnquist 
By lennifer Loven 
THE  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTON—President 
Bush yesterday nominated John 
Roberts to succeed William H. 
Rehnquist as chief justice and 
called on the Senate to confirm 
him before the Supreme Court 
opens its fall term on Oct. 3. lust 
50 years old, Roberts cou Id shape 
the court for decades to come. 
The Senate is expected to 
begin his confirmation hearings 
as chief justice either Thursday 
or next Monday. The opening 
of Roberts' previously scheduled 
confirmation hearings, for the 
position of associate justice, ini- 
tially was to be today.butthatwas 
canceled until after Rehnquist's 
funeral on Wednesday. 
The swift move would pro- 
mote to the Supreme Court's top 
job a newcomer who currently 
is being considered as one of 
eight associate justices. It would 
also ensure a full 9-member 
court, because retiring Justice 
Sandra Day O'Connor has said 
she will remain on the job until 
her replacement is confirmed. 
"I am honored and humbled 
by the confidence the president 
has shown in me," Roberts said, 
standing alongside Bush in the 
Oval Office. "I am very much 
aware that if I am confirmed 1 
would succeed a man I deeply 
respect and admire, a man who 
has been very kind to me for 25 
years." 
"He's a man of integrity and 
fairness and throughout his life 
he's inspired the respect and 
loyalty of others," Bush said. 
"John Roberts built a record of excellence 
and achievement and reputation for 
goodwill and decency toward others in his 
extraordinary career." 
GEORGE W. BUSH, PRESIDENT 
")ohn Roberts built a record of 
excellence and achievement 
and reputation for goodwill and 
decency toward others in his 
extraordinary career." 
The selection of Roberts 
— Rehnquist's former Supreme 
Court clerk — helps Bush 
avoid new political problems 
when he already is under fire 
for the government's sluggish 
response to Hurricane Katrina 
and his approval ratings in the 
polls are at the lowest point of 
his presidency. 
A brief delay in confirmation 
hearings for Roberts, which 
had been set to start today, was 
likely in light of his new nomi- 
nation and Rehnquist's funeral 
this week. 
Senate officials are consid- 
ering two options: starting 
the confirmation hearing on 
Thursday or starting the confir- 
mation hearing on Monday, the 
scenario considered to be the 
most likely. 
Senate Majority Leader 
BUkFrtot, R-Tenn., said he still 
expects Roberts to be confirmed 
before the new court session 
begins on October 3. 
"The president has made an 
excellent choice," Frist said yes- 
terday. "Mr. Roberts is one of the 
most well qualified candidates 
to come before the Senate. He 
will be an excellent chief." 
Democrats said Roberts will 
now be held to a higher standard, 
although they had found little in 
his record to suggest they would 
thwart his nomination as asso- 
ciate justice. 
"Now that the president has 
said he will nominate ludge 
Roberts as chief justice, the 
stakes are higher and the 
Senate's advice and consent 
responsibility is even more 
important," Democratic leader 
Harry Reid said yesterday in a 
statement. "The Senate must 
be vigilant." 
Ralph Neas, president of the 
liberal advocacy group People 
for the American Way, a major 
lobbying force in the judicial- 
selection process, said his group 
opposes Bush's decision to 
nominate Roberts for chief jus- 
tice. "The death of chief justice 
Rehnquist and the president's 
nomination of )ohn Roberts 
raises the stakes for the court 
and the American people expo- 
nentially," he said. 
The president met with 
Roberts in the private residence 
of the White House for about 
35 to 40 minutes on Sunday 
Charles Oharapak AP Photo 
ACCEPTING NOMINATION: Supreme Court nominee John Roberts, left, shakes hands with U.S. President 
Bush in the Oval Office of the White House yesterday. They now wail lot Congress to approve Bush's choice. 
evening, then officially offered 
him the job at 7:15 a.m. yester- 
day when Roberts arrived at the 
Oval Office. 
"This had been something 
that had been in the president's 
thinking for some time — in 
case the chief justice retired or 
that there otherwise was a 
vacancy," White House press 
secretary Scott McClcllan said 
"The president when he met with 
him, knew lie was a natural 
horn leader, rhe president knew 
ludge Roberts had the qualities 
to lead the court" 
McClellan said the White 
House is confident thai Roberts 
can be confirmed by the Senate 
by Oct. 3. Hush still has to pick 3 
successor for \ssociate lustke 
Sandra Day O'Connor, although 
she said at the timeol her retire- 
ment announcement thai she 
would remain until a replace- 
ment was seated. 
Mi Clellan said Hush called 
O'Connoi from Ait Force one 
en mute III i ouisiana yesterday 
in talk with hei about his deci- 
sion and mid her he would move 
quickly to find her replacement 
as well. Talking to reporters, 
spokeswoman Dana Perino was 
unable to say whether <)'('minor 
reiterated her earlier promise. 
Katrina deaths rise 
Bush travels to South 
as residents return to 
claim their property 
By Doug Simpson 
THE ASSOCIATED  PRESS 
METAIRIE, La.—One week after 
Hurricane Katrina devastated 
the region, miles-long lines of 
vehicles crawled into Jefferson 
Parish yesterday as residents 
were allowed to return to sal- 
vage what was left of their homes. 
NewOrieans' mayor warned that 
10,000 people may have died. 
President Bush began his 
second trip to the region since 
the storm hit, landing in Baton 
Rouge late in the morning to 
start another inspection tour 
and consultations with federal 
and local officials. 
"All levels of the government 
are doing the best they can," 
Bush said in Baton Rouge. "So 
long as any life is in danger, we've 
got work to do." 
Traffic began moving into the 
parish west of New Orleans at 
about 6 a.m. A curfew was set for 
6 p.m., and residents were told 
they could stay until tomorrow. 
Among those returning was 
Diane Dempsey, a 59-year-old 
retired Army lieutenant colonel 
who stopped at the water's edge 
less than a mile from the house 
where she grew up and where 
her aunt lives. 
"I'm going to pay someone to 
get me back there, anything 1 
have to do," she said, sobbing 
while standing amid boats 
beached on Veterans Highway. 
"A lot of these people built these 
houses anticipating 
some flood water, but 
nobody imagined 
this." 
Most of the sin- 
gle-story bunga- 
low homes in her 
neighborhood had 
water nearly to the 
rooflines. Homes in 
the most exclusive 
neighborhood of the 
parish, Old Metaire, 
had little structural 
damage but some of 
the worst flooding. 
Along rows of pala- 
tial, six-bedroom 
homes, a few windows were 
broken and the live oaks sur- 
vived but the water rippled up 
to front-door knobs. 
The suburban parish, which 
has 460,000 residents, has been 
closed since a mandatory evacu- 
ation just before Katrina hit. 
Wide portions of Metairie and 
"A lot of 
these people 
built houses 
anticipating 
flood water, 
but nobody 
imagined 
this." 
DIANE DEMPSEY, 
RETIRED ARMY 
LT.C0L 
Kenner suffered heavy flooding, 
and authorities said thousands 
of homes were damaged. 
Some 400 to 500 police offi- 
cers from New Orleans' 1,600 
member force were unaccount- 
ed for, Deputy Police Chief W.J. 
111 lev said. 
A week after the storm, a defin- 
itive death toll remained elusive. 
New Orleans Mayor 
Ray Nagin warned 
on NBC's "Today" 
that "it wouldn't be 
unreasonable to 
have 10,000" dead. 
Despite the grim 
estimate, he was 
more upbeat than in 
previous days, when 
he railed against the 
federal government 
and broke down sob- 
bing during a radio 
interview. 
"We're making 
great progress now, 
the momentum has 
picked up. I'm starting to see 
some critical tasks being com- 
pleted," he told NBC. 
"The 17th Street canal is about 
or was about 84 percent closed 
in yesterday afternoon. We have 
more troops arriving, so we're 
starting to make the kind of 
progress that 1 expected earlier." 
Gays battle for custody 
Custody battle brings 
attention to laws over 
same-sex marriages 
By Divider** 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
MONTPEUER. Vt.—Battlesover 
the custody of children between 
estranged spouses are nothing 
new. But this one involves a child 
bom to a lesbian couple in a 
since-dissolved civil union. 
And the case might end up in 
the U.S. Supreme Court because 
it produced dueling court rulings 
in Vermont, the first state to legal- 
ly recognize same-sex relation- 
ships, and Virginia, which has a 
law saying neither same-sex mar- 
riages nor civil unions carry the 
force of law in that state. 
The case comes up for argu- 
ment before the Vermont 
Supreme Court on Wednesday 
and before the Virginia Court of 
Appeals a week later. Both sup- 
porters and detractors of same- 
sex marriage and civil unions 
say whatever the outcome, it 
may become a landmark in the 
debate over what laws should 
govern same-sex relationships 
and the children born to them. 
"This case has significant 
implications for a number of 
reasons," said Mathew Staver, 
a lawyer with Florida-based 
Liberty Counsel, which oppos- 
es same-sex unions. He said 
there have been other cases in 
which out-of-state courts have 
been asked to grant dissolution 
of Vermont civil unions, and 
refused because their states 
don't honor such unions. In this 
case, however, "You have two 
state laws clashing for the very 
first time." » 
• •STARTS TODAY !!!•• 
BRAND NAME CLOTHING 
OUTLET SALE 
SAVE 40%-80% 
SEPTEMBER 6TH-8TH 
BELOW 
STORE 
PRICES 
WOMEN'S 
Jeans * Skirts 
Tanks * Shoes • Jewelry 
MEN'S 
Cargos * Jeans * Polos 
Sweaters * Jackets 
Location Muti-Purpose 
Room #228 
Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union 
Tue-Thu, Sept 6th-8th 
10 a.m.-7 p.m. 
* Tons of all new, fresh fashions 
* Try-on rooms 
* Many popular brands we can't advertise 
LOOK OUT 
A    HIPPIR    KIND    OF    OUTLET 
Bring in this 
ad & receive 20% OFF any single item. I Limit one per customer.    | 
ns WEEK IN 
BG SPORTS 
VOLLEYBALL 
Tuesday 
7 p.m. against Dayton 
Friday 
12:30 p.m. against East Carolina 
7 p.m. against Chicago State 
Saturday 
7 p.m. against Ohio State 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Friday 
4 p.m. at Michigan State 
Sunday 
Noon against Eastern Illinois 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Friday 
7 p.m. at Wright State 
Sunday 
Noon at Evansville 
FOOTBALL 
Saturday 
7 p.m. at Ball State 
FOOTBALL 
Partridge 
becomes 
member of 
new family 
By Ryan AutuKo 
ASSIST**! SPORIS tOllOU 
Entering this season, it was 
understood that former BG 
standout wide receiver Cole 
Magner would he replaced by a 
freshman bearing his surname 
and jersey number. 
That day won't come this 
year as Rhett Magner will likely 
redshirt. 
On Saturday, though, the 
older Magner was replicated by 
a freshman showcasing his same 
pass-catching skills and decep- 
tive speed. 
Lining up at the spot Magner 
once manned in BG's spread 
offense, Corey Partridge caught 
eight passes for 
160 yards and 
a touchdown 
in the falcons' 
56-42 loss to 
Wisconsin. 
Partridge, 
who redshined 
last season, 
hooked up 
with quarter- 
back Omar 
lacobs     with 
11:02 remaining in the first quar- 
ter to give BG a 7-0 lead. 
"He's a tough competitor. "I 
like the way he goes for the ball 
and competes," BG coach Gregg 
Brandon said. 
Brandon was speaking about 
Partridge, but he has likely used 
similar words when referring to 
Magner. 
Partridge, a graduate of 
Loveland I ligli School, stands at 
5-foot-ll, 187 pounds. Magner, 
who was recently released by 
the Atlanta Falcons, stands at 6- 
2, 196 pounds, but was much 
smaller when he arrived on cam- 
pus in 2001. 
But Magner caught only 13 
passes during his freshman year. 
Partridge will meet that number 
if he merely averages .5 catches a 
game the rest of the season. 
Partridge adds another dimen- 
sion to BG's already skilled receiv- 
ing corps, which accounted for 
458 passing yards from lacobs 
on Saturday. Charles Sharon and 
Steve Sanders reeled in eight and 
six passes, respectively. 
Partridge was named the 
offensive scout MVP for the week 
proceeding BG's season-opening 
loss to Oklahoma a year ago. He 
also had six catches for 140 yards 
and three scores in the 2005 
spring game. 
"I'm confident in my receiv- 
ers and confident in my offense," 
lacobs said. "We came in the game 
knowing we could throw the ball 
and move the ball." 
Partridge was a couple feet 
from adding two more scores to 
his already stellar day. With lime 
running down in The first half, 
Partridge hauled in a 46-yard 
strike from lacobs and had his 
defender beat but couldn't stay in 
bounds. Nonetheless, the recep- 
tion was imperative as Jacobs later 
hit Sanders from 10 yards out. cap- 
ping off a six play, 83-yard drive 
which lasted just 33 seconds. 
On BG's last drive of the 
game, Partridge was tackled at 
Wisconsin's I-yard line following 
a 38-yard reception. The Falcons 
failed to convert the prime scoring 
opportunity. 
"J thought he played well and 
ran great routes," Brandon said. 
LOOKING AWAY: JERRY RICE RETIRES FROM THE NFL. PAGE 7 
COREY 
PARTRIDGE 
RECEIVER 
TUESDAY 
September 6, 
2005 
www.bgnews.com/sports 
FOOTBALL 
Ben Swanger BG News 
DOWN AND OUT: BG's Charles Sharon reacts after dropping a pivotal pass in the redzone during the fourth quarter of the Falcons' 56-42 loss to Wisconsin on Saturday. 
Meltdown in Madison 
Falcon defense allows seven 
rushing touchdowns in 56- 
42 defeat at Wisconsin. 
By Ryan Aim* 
• SSIST1NT SPORIS fOil OR 
For one quarter Saturday, the throwback 
helmets worn by Wisconsin were the 
most painful thing to see at Camp Randall 
Stadium. 
Then the attention was taken oil the 
Badgers' hideous hats and put on BGSU's 
unsightly nin defense. 
The Falcons allowed 388 yards rushing 
— 333 in the final three quarters — and 
seven touchdowns on the ground while 
amassing just 1 yard in the third quarter 
"You can't get much film on [CalhounJ. You hear 'he's 
fast, he's fast,'but you don't realize it until you get in 
the game — and he was fast." 
MIKE THALER, NOSE GUARD 
as they fell, 56-42, to open the season 
despite a torrid performance by Omar 
lacobs and the BG offense. 
lacobs, though putting up monstrous 
numbers (31-of-50, 458 yards and five 
Touchdowns) was overshadowed by 
Badger running back Brian Calhoun, 
who rushed 43 times for 258 yards and a 
school-record five scores in his debut at 
Wisconsin. Calhoun sat out last season 
after transferring from Colorado. 
"You can'! gel much film on him," said 
BG nose guard Mike Thaler. "You hear 
'hefe fast, he's fast,' but you don't realize it 
until you get in the game — and he was 
fast." 
Calhoun was complemented by back- 
up running back Booker Stanley, who 
gained 103 yards and scored a touchdown 
on 14carries.Wisconsinquarterbacklofin 
Stocco only attempted 10 passes — Three 
in The second half— for 116 yards. 
"My worst fear was realized because 
we couldn't stop them," BG coach Gregg 
Brandon said. 
BG moved the ball effortlessly in its first 
two drives in taking a commanding 13-0 
lead entering the second quarter. Jacobs 
hooked up with freshman Corey Partridge 
for a 17-yard score with 11:02 left in the 
frame. On BG's nexl drive, lacobs exe- 
cuted a beautiful shovel pass to backup 
running back B.I. lane for a 18-yard score, 
on a play uherc the Badger defense bil on 
what looked like an option. 
l.i(i]l)~(ompleie<lhisfirsteightartempts 
Of the game and had 305 yards passing at 
half. Partridge caught eight passes for 160 
FOOTBALL, PAGE 7 
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TEARS OF DEPARTURE: An emotional Jerry Rice retired yesterday, ending 
a career in which he was one of the NFL's most accomplished players. 
Tearful Rice ends 
unparalleled career 
By Eddie Pells 
THE  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
DENVER — Unwilling to be a 
bit player with the Broncos, lerry 
Rice retired yesterday, closing a 
20-year career for the most pro- 
ductive receiver in NFL history. 
Rice, 42, made his decision 
over the weekend at home in 
San Francisco, then returned to 
Broncos headquarters and met 
with coach Mike Shanahan. He 
played 20 NFL seasons. 
"This is a happy day." he said. 
"I think the tears that you see 
basically is that I have really 
enjoyed this ride. 
"I'm done. I'm looki ng torn a id 
to the next phase of my life." 
Shanahan confirmed what 
Rice already knew — that he 
would be a fourth or fifth receiv- 
er, at best this season—and Rice 
confirmed what many figured 
— that he would rather call it 
quits than be a bit player with 
the Broncos. 
Rice signed with Denver over 
the summer, reuniting with 
Shanahan, who was his offen- 
sive coordinator in the 1990s 
in San Francisco. For Rice, the 
idea was to play for a coach who 
was familiar with him and for a 
team that could help him go out 
a winner. 
Shanahan made it clear he 
would not promise Rice any- 
thing, not even a roster spot. 
Behind the scenes, though, 
Shanahan said he knew it would 
never come down to him having 
to cut the league's best all-time 
receiver: He figured if Rice knew 
it was time lo go, he would step 
aside himself. 
"I've pushed this body for 20 
years," Rice said. "I was never a 
coach potato, I was always work- 
ing out. I had to prove myself 
every year. 
"A lot of guys here were 3 
when I started playing. I think 
those guys are pretty much 
amazed that I can still run the 
way I can run." 
Early in training camp, Rice 
moved into Denver's third 
receiver spot and things looked 
promising. In retrospect, the 
promotion was morea reflection 
on Darius Watts, who struggled 
catching the ball, but improved 
as the preseason went on. 
By the time preseason ended, 
Kice had only four catches for 24 
yards and had been pushed back 
down the depth chart. As expect- 
ed, he wasn't released when the 
Broncos announced their final 
round of cuts Saturday, but he 
was already in the Bay Area 
deciding his future. 
"To me it was never about 
what I accomplished on the 
football field. It was about the 
way I played the game," he said, 
i play the game with a lot of 
determination, a lot of poise, a 
lot of pride. I think what you saw 
on the field was an individual 
who really loved the game and I 
was just like a little kid. I enjoyed 
the preparation and the hard 
work and the dedication that I 
had to make to try to be one of 
the best receivers to have ever 
played the game." 
2 FREE GYROS! 
Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Got 2 FREE! 
wwwioulhud^.com« 419352 8639 Exp 12 2005 
-Whurm Thrn Parly Slartt 
loulhudeo com  •   419 352 8639 
Volunteers Needed 
The Bowling Green Parks & Recreation Department is 
currently seeking volunteers to coach and officiate our 
youth soccer program that starts on September 12th. 
Volunteer hours can be used for 
practicum hours Complete a volunteer 
form at the Parks S Recreation front desk 
located in the BG Community Center at 
1245 W. Newton Rd., Bowling Green OH 
43402. Direct questions to 419-354-6223. 
Tune in to whit the Army National Guard has to offer: 100% Tuition 
Assistance. $20,000 Student Loan Repayment, and up to $ 10.000 
Enlistment Bonus, k's called serving your community part-time while 
jemnj lull-time benefit.Visit 1-BOO-GO-GUARQCOrVMUSIC today 
and jet 3 Free iTunes! 
VISIT: WW.1-800-G0-GUAR0.C0MMj$IC 
VOLLEYBALL 
BG's weekend a'rollercoaster' 
By Jason A. Dnon 
REPORTER 
BGSU volleyball coach Denise 
Van De Walle described her 
team's experience at last week- 
end's UIC Invitational as a "roll- 
ercoaster ride" after finishing 
with a 1-3 record. 
The Falcons' lone win came 
against host team Illinois- 
Chicago on Friday. Despite the 
setbacks suffered to Denver, 
College of Charleston and lames 
Madison. Van De Walle said she 
saw some bright spots in the 
season-opening tournament. 
"There were times when we 
looked very, very good," Van De 
said during yesterday's prac- 
tice. "The competition was a lot 
tougher than I had anticipated 
based upon last year's records 
and last year's information. 
"It was a great tournament ... 
College of Charleston, Denver 
and UIC are three tough teams, 
and they really challenged us." 
Van De Walle continued. The 
reason I say rollcrcoastcr is 
because we were just Inconsis- 
tent and the more I think about 
it, playing the level of competi- 
tion that we were playing ... We 
almost could have expected it." 
BG now turns their atten- 
tion to tonight's home opener 
against Dayton, which is the first 
meeting with the Flyers since 
1995. The match is set for 7 p.m. 
at Anderson Arena. 
Dayton (3-3) is led by Faye 
Barhost's 3.75  kills 
per game, along with "The 
frontcourt     mates . . 
Robynne Green and     Competition 
Amanda Kenny, who nms n Int 
average3.35and2.90 "*»""» 
kills, respectively. tOUgher 
The Falcons enter       tnan / )m^ 
the   match   having .   . , 
won 10 consecutive   anticipated... 
home openers dat- 
ing back to   1994.    DENISE VAN DC WALLE. 
lunior sener Chrissy BG COACH 
Golhke    expressed 
shock and a quiet confidence 
regarding the winning streak. 
i think it's a good possibility 
we can make it 11,'Gothkesaid. 
"1 don't know if it'll motivate 
us to say 'Let's keep the streak 
going' more than it would to 
just try and play betterasa learn 
than we did last weekend.'' 
Freshman Meghan Mohr, 
who finished the weekend 
with 41 kills and a .300 hitting 
percentage, likes the Falcons' 
chances in tonight's match. 
"Personally,  I   think we're 
going to win." slit' said. "We just 
have the talent and the abil- 
ity to do so. All we have to do 
is pull it off and fol- 
low   through   with 
everything we have. 
I'm pumped      \h 
grandparents and 
parents are going to 
come, and I'm just 
excited to play in 
front of a bund) nl 
people." 
Van De Walle said 
the team was dis- 
appointed  by  last 
weekend's   perfor- 
mance, but wants to put every- 
thing into perspective. 
"It's early." Van Hi' Walle 
said. "We have a long way to 
go, but we have a long season 
to develop in. I'm confident, as 
long as this group stays focused 
and doesn't get caught In some 
of the little things that always 
seem to take your focus away... 
We'll be fine." 
I lay ton is a very good team 
... and I think it's going to be a 
very competitive match." she 
continued It's not about win- 
ning every match, it's about 
taking the floor and feeling 
prepared ... and we want the 
team to come in [tonight] and 
show the BG faculty, commu- 
nity and students what kind of 
product we have to put on the 
floor, because we play an exert- 
ing brand of volleyball." 
Notes., rhe BGSU volleyball 
team will be starting Kills for 
KatTina and Digs for Dollars at 
tonight's match. Fans will be 
able to pick up forms at the 
arena and sponsor a player for 
how many kills or digs they gel 
throughout the season. 
"It's going to be a big push 
for our volleyball team to help 
support victims down South," 
Van I )e Walle said. "We're very 
excited and Itonight] will be the 
first time we have a chance to 
show people thai we really want 
in try and make a contribution 
to that effort" 
BG defense can't keep up with its offense 
FOOTBALL. FROM PAGE 6 
yards, followed by Steve Sanders 
and Charles Sharon who had 
127 and 116 receiving yards, 
respectively. Sanders reeled In 
two touchdowns and Sharon 
had another. 
"I'm confident in my receivers 
and confident in my offense," 
said lacobs, whose passing 
output was a career-high. "We 
came in the game knowing we 
could throw the ball and move 
the ball." 
But stopping the odier team's 
offense wasn't as certain. 
Wisconsin scored five times in 
the second quarter to even the 
score at 35. Calhoun had scoring 
nins of 20. 5 and 5 yards in the 
quarter. Fullback Matt Bernstein 
added an 8-yard nm and Stocco 
connected with Jonathan Orr 
on a 21-yard strike on the first 
play of the quarter. The scor- 
ing barrage came in spite of 
krrill Maybcrry's interception 
of Stocco in the redzone. 
Making the quarter even more 
forgettable for ll< i was the injury 
to star running back I!I. Pope, 
who sprained both ankles on the 
kick return following Calhoun's 
third score. 
"We just weren't playing 
good defense," Thaler said. 
"We weren't tackling. A lot of 
times we were playing with 10 
guys out there. It was one litde 
thing here, one little thing there. 
You didn't see Bowling Green 
defense today." 
Nor did we see the Falcons 
offense in the third quarter. 
BG held the ball for a paltry 3 
minutes, 41 seconds in the frame, 
which would have been less if 
not for Nate Fry's successful fake 
punt run resulting in a fresh set 
of downs. By the lime the quarter 
expired, BG was down 49-35. 
"I still felt like we had a chance 
lo win the game, definitely." 
Brandon said of his outlook at 
half. "Somewhere down the line 
we had to get a stop, and then 
offensively we had a couple of 
three and outs. We just couldn't 
catch up quick enough." 
The Badgers went up 56-35 
with 1233 left in the game on 
Cathourrs fifth touchdown of 
the day. The Falcons quickly 
responded, though, wilh a nine- 
play, 61-yard drive thai was 
capped by a 20-yard hook-up 
from lacobs to Sharon. 
After a subsequent three and 
out by Wisconsin. BG looked to 
cut die Badger lead but a wide- 
open Sharon dropped a pass at 
Wisconsin's 2-yard line on first- 
and III. Two plays later lacobs 
was intercepted by l.evonnc 
How,in alter receiving heavy 
pie-sure from lineman Jason 
Chapman. Jacobs only threw 
four picks all of last season. 
"I thought I tniihfully threw 
the ball out of bounds," lacobs 
said. I gtii'ss I didn't have enough 
on it. A lot of plays determine the 
game, but today the plays went 
their way." 
BG regained possession with 
156 remaining and drove lo the 
Wisconsin 1-yard line. But die 
Falcons were unable lo punch 
it in on three separate occasions 
— something thai was rarely a 
problem for the opposition. 
I hey kept the ball to keep 
our offense off the field," lacobs 
said. I hiit's normally die way 
we play 
Tuesday, September 6 at 9pm 
1104 Offenhauer West 
PREPARATION FOR LAW SCHOOL 
PUBLIC SPEAKING, 
CRITICAL THINKING, 
GLISTENING SKILLS 
COURT ROOM PRODUCEURE 
AND THE RULES OF EVIDENCE 
THEATER AND/OR ATHLETIC 
EXPERIENCE A PLUS! 
8 Tuesday. September 06,2005 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
TWO BEDROOM RENTALS 
Available Immediately lo August 5,2006 Noon or Immediately to May 6, ?006 Noon 
GREAT LOCATIONS 
ONE PERSON RATES 
Starting at $400.00 per month, deposit $400.00 
TWO PERSON RATES 
Starting at $470.00 per month, deposit $470.00 
THREE PERSON RATES 
Starting at $530.00 per month, deposit $530.00 
'rent is the same price for furnished, partially furnished or unfurnished 
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ACROSS 
1 Hence 
5 Sell-proclaimed expert 
10 Driver or wedge 
14 Cartoonist Kelly 
15 Corpulent 
16 Seep slowly 
17 Comic Johnson 
18 Prince and the Revolution hit 
20 Absence ot anxiety 
22 Health resort 
23 Succulent plants 
24 _ ponoi 
25 Network ot "Nature" 
28 Metal fasteners 
30 "Camelot" character 
32 Black cuckoo 
33 Moral principles 
35 Ill-mannered 
36 Combination of tones 
38 Anilered animal 
39 First Lady of the '50s 
40 Prell competitor 
1 "_ brilllg, and the 
slithy..." 
2 Aesop loser 
3 Kind of light 
4 Addison's partner 
5 Most sullen 
6 Touches upon 
7 Exceecingly 
8 Psychic's gift 
9 Ozzie and Harriet 
10 Mrs. Dithers of 
"Btondie" 
11 Mauna  
12 Israeli weapon 
13 Goiter Hogan 
19 Big-budget film 
21 Renowned 
24 Taxicabs 
25 Fruity dessert 
26 Dress section 
27 Leaves in hot water? 
28 Mother of Joseph 
29 Draw air 
30 Spring bloomer 
31 Period 
34 Coiled structure 
37 Mythical bird 
41 Transfusion substance 
43 Angel dust, initially 
44 Part of ELO 
46 Debates 
48 Rent out 
49 Put a spell on 
50 Like a legal pad 
51 Leave quickly 
52 Food drainer 
55 Dutch landscape painter 
59 Winter coat 
60 Ukraine capital 
61 Nero or Noone 
62 Oklahoma city 
63 Wheel shaft 
64 Long lock 
65 Lieut.'s subordinates 
39 Donald Trump's 
Maples 
41 Prevent by anticipa- 
tory action 
42 Ruffians 
45 Slender 
47 Artistic styles 
50 Gads about 
51 Lifted with effort 
52 Downright adorable 
53 Send forth 
54 Crimsons 
55 Wanted letters 
56 Veto 
57 Rolodex info 
58 Lingus 
(Irish airline) 
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For Sale For Rent For Rent 
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Wanted Wanted 
Personals 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: 
MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL- 
SEPT. 14 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: 
MEN'S, WOMEN'S. & CO-REC UL- 
TIMATE FRISBEE- SEPT 6 
Experienced Cheer Coach for com- 
petitive all-star learn. Contact Per- 
rysburg Gymnastics. 419-874-9383. 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: 
WOMEN'S « CO-REC FLAG 
FOOTBALL-SEPT 13 
Drummer girl looking lo start an all 
girl band Call Styx 419-494-9679 
WANTED OSU VS TEXAS 
TICKETS PLEASE CALL 419-944- 
6597 
Farm Help Wanted Traclor driving 
experience a plus. Pay based on ex- 
perience. 419-823-1474. 
Get paid to think 
Make S75 taking on line surveys. 
www.moneyauthor.com 
Lawn Maintenance. Part & Full Time 
Knickerbocker Lawns. 
Call 352-5822. 
GET CHEAP TEXTBOOKS! 
Search 24 bookstores with one 
clickl 
htlp ://www. bookhq .com 
JEEP *7 Cherokee SPORT, green 
V6, 4WD, fully loaded, auto, fog 
lights, 91K, exc cond. new brakes 
& tires. $5690 OBO. 419-867-9272 
2 BR. new bath, big yard, W/D, no 
pets. Quiet, near BGSU. Price Ne- 
gotiable. 419-494-9442. 
For Sale 
For Rent 
99 ' Chevy Blazer. BBKmiles leather 
interior, power everything, cd player. 
Good Shape S6300. 216-406-3438 
'99 Dodge Stratus. 4 cylinder, auto.. 
power windows A locks, cruise, air, 
tilt, $3500 OBO. 419-601-1632. 
■•$199 00 Mo. 926 E. Wooster, 
Rooms plus 6 Bdrm House at 916 
3rd. St. all next to campus & Avail. 
NOW. Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm. 
Also 2nd. Sem. 1 a 2 Bdrm. Apts. 
3 and 4 bedroom house and 
apartment available now. 
419-353-8206. 
4 bdrm, 1.5 baths, family rm. 2 car 
garage, all appl., Kloplenstein Rd. 
Avail, now. Siooo/mo ♦ deposit 
419-353-4692 
Roommate needed $325/mo. Nice 
house w/ AC. Located dose to 
downtown Call Josh 419-575-0965 
Shamrock Vlllao. 
Condos and town houses available 
tor BGSU Factulty and Grad Many 
nice floor plans. 419-354-0070. 
812 3rd St Close to BGSU, 
newly painted, 3 BR, 1 Bath, 
privacy fenced in bk. yard. 
$840/ mo -fdep. you pay util. 
Call Mary 419-474-7775 
Affordable large bedroom. Close to 
campus. Residential neighborhood. 
No pets. 1 year leas required. Grad 
student preferred. $390/ month. 
419-654-5716. 
Victorian apts. 427 N Main. Re- 
duced $ 1. Grand 10 ft. ceilings, oak 
trim a floors, DW, WD 2. Either 3 
Ig rooms rented either individual or 
as apt. Unique a Grand. 3. Unique 
Loft space. DW, 386-405-3318. 
Help Wanted 
aagjgsSSE* 
IBARTENDINGi $300/day potential 
No exp. necessary. Training provid- 
ed. Call 800-966-6520 ext. 174. 
3 BR home, Conneaut School, 
close to BGSU, WD, stove, refriger- 
ator, fenced yard. $900 dep. $900/ 
mo. Lease option considered. 
419-372-9142 days/419-352-9542 
eves. Avail. Sept. 1 
Attent.cn 
START IMMEDIATELY 
Fortune 500 company expanding in- 
to area. Need to fill 25 FT/PT posi- 
tions. If you are not making 
SeOOrweek CALL NOW!!! 
419-354-2069. 
Babysitter needed/1 child. Few 
Mornings a Month. 9:30am-12:30pm 
Call Melissa 419-872-2646 
1 -2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $475! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Pets welcome! 
THE 
TANNING 
CENTER 
^ervifvj M, &a 1980 
"^ 
10 Bed Visits 
««t>. 9/SO 
3' ROOM* AvftiUble!! 
No Fees • No Crvdrt Cinl Required 
¥twsy ■ /f/rUwy 
Baked Chicken 
9 Mashed Poratoti, Gravy, Cololaw 
Vegetable and Combread Stuffing. 
♦ From 4 pm until 9 pm ♦ 
Smoking 8 Non-Smoking 
Dining Rooms 
